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INTRODUCTION

Earned Duration Management (EDM) is a state-of-the-art project control
technique for the time dimension. Introduced by Khamooshi and Golafshani
in 2014, this technique has the purpose to decouple the schedule
performance and cost measures. Due to the novelty of the EDM approach,
there clearly is a need to demonstrate the potential of this technique.
This paper is based on a project executed by five master students Business Engineering with
a focus on Operations Management at Ghent University - Annelien Boelens, Hendrik D’hondt,
Eline Hoornaert, Evelyn Mareels and Jens Martens – for the course module entitled “Project
Management”. This project, called ‘Illustration of EDM by students”, was selected as one of
the best contributions by an external jury that included prof. dr. Mario Vanhoucke, research
assistant Tom Servranckx and local consultants from PMI Belgium. In this project, the
students applied the EDM technique upon a project in their everyday environment, i.e. the
real-time follow-up of a student association event to control and compare the actual and the
scheduled performance. During periodic meetings with the board members of the student
association, the students discussed the project progress and recommended corrective
actions in order to improve the performance.
In this paper, the starting event of Capitant, a famous student association in Belgium, is
used as a case study to demonstrate the benefits and drawbacks of the EDM methodology.
Since the main objective of a project from a student association is to meet the pre-defined
deadline (i.e. the start of the event) and all board members are students, who are working
on a voluntary and non-paid basis, the time dimension is the most important dimension to
control the performance of the project. Therefore, this student association event is a relevant
project to illustrate the potential of EDM.
Capitant is the largest student organization with a focus on finance in Belgium. Their
main goal is to be the student's gateway to the financial market. This is made possible
by organizing lectures and workshops about international finance in all its aspects. Their
network of partner companies offers students an extra-curricular forum to contact these
companies and to apply for an internship or a job. Capitant is active in Antwerp, Leuven,
Brussels and Ghent. Capitant Ghent has more than 400 registered members a year that are
participating in different lectures, workshops and events in order to get certified. Each year,
more than 700 students are attending the starting event of Capitant Ghent, which is the
subject of this case study.

FOREWORD BY MARIO VANHOUCKE

Before you read the remainder of this paper, it might be useful to clarify how this work
has begun and how it finally resulted in – in my view – an exiting search for better control
done by young students from our university. In my course module “Project Management”
(PM) at the Faculty of Economics and Business Administration, I give my master students
a full overview on how to manage a project using scheduling techniques, risk analysis
methodologies and control methods such as Earned Value Management (EVM) and its timebased extension Earned Schedule (ES). Part of the evaluation of this course module is based
on a written exam containing exercises and questions to test their understanding on the
topic. However, another important part of the final evaluation consists of a group assignment
in which I ask my students to rely on the PM concepts discussed in class and apply them in a
real and critical way. Rather than giving my students a well-defined task to solve, I give them
full freedom to explore the exiting world of PM, and ask them to apply and criticize concepts,
improve them, tell me why some concepts work, and other fail, and any theme is good, as
long as it is related to the course content. The best group assignments are nominated for the
PMI Belgium University Contest and the winner is then invited to present their findings to
professional project managers.
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Students are not used to receiving such a task. Most of the tasks are well defined and have
a clear goal, while mine is rather vaguely described, and it is up to the students to exactly
define what they want to do. The students of the manuscript have chosen to apply the EVM/
ES methodology for their own real projects (at Capitant) but quickly came up with a paper
found at the International Journal of Project Management that discusses a new technique,
Earned Duration Management (EDM), which is not discussed in my class. They asked me
whether they could rely on this technique since it fit, in their opinion, better to what they
needed. “It’s your work, so you choose”, was my immediate response, and I left them in the
dark. Below you find an overview of what they did.

PROJECT

The network representation of the project investigated in this paper is given below. The
critical path is marked in blue. The activity durations are indicated above the nodes
(expressed in hours) and the resource requirements of each activity are displayed below the
nodes. A distinction was made between three different types of resources: project leader,
designer and team member. Even though in reality the students work for free, we assigned
costs to the different resources in order to compare EDM with EVM/ES. We assumed for the
project leader, designer and team member a cost of respectively 5, 3 and 1 euro. These costs
are used to express the level of experience rather than real costs of the different resource
types and are, therefore, assigned based on the relative difference in experience and
expertise levels of these resources.
Figure1: The Capitant event project network.

Figure1: The Capitant event project network
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Some conclusions can be drawn, based on this graph:
• The Total Duration at Completion (TDC) is equal to 158 days.
• In general, the student association performed very well according to the baseline
schedule as no significant delays could be identified throughout the project progress.
• From September 5th till September 26th, Capitant accomplished to stay ahead of
schedule as the event speakers were much faster contacted than originally planned.
A detailed discussion with the project members of Capitant taught us that this good
schedule performance could be achieved thanks to the extensive professional network of
the Capitant members.
• However, when we take a closer look, the performance of the project dropped towards
its deadline on the 11th of October.
In the remainder of this section, we will provide a more in-depth analysis of the project
performance towards the project completion. The period from September 20th till October
2nd is represented in the first part of figure 5. In order to better understand the drop in
project performance, the key EDM metrics for this period are provided below:
• September 20th: DPI = 119%
The time dimension is expressed in hours. Since we allocate 4 hours per day, September
20th corresponds to 88 hours (AD). The Earned Duration (ED) at September 20th can be
computed exactly and is equal to 104,59 hours. A graphical estimation is shown on the
graph in figure 5 (a).
DPI = 104,59 hours / 88 hours = 1,19.
• September 29th: DPI = 95%
September 29th corresponds to 124 hours (AD) and the equivalent ED level equals to 118
hours.
DPI = 118 hours / 124 hours = 0,95.
Indeed, the performance has dropped with 24 percentage points in only 9 days. The strength
of the EDM project control technique is that the project managers of Capitant can identify
the cause(s) of the problems in that particular period of time in order to identify important
lessons learned for the future. We immediately noticed delays in activity 8 and activity 9.
• Activity 8 “Send reminder to the speakers”: This delay was caused by a negligence of the
team members, who forgot to start this activity on time. Based on this observation, we
decided to build in some safety checks to avoid that this problem would occur in future
projects.
• Activity 9 “Design the flyers”: We already mentioned that Capitant has a brand new
designer this year. We would strongly recommend Capitant to have a talk with this board
member in order to get to know the reason for the delay. Either we scheduled this task
too sharp or the learning curve of the inexperienced designer will allow us to finish the
task on time in future projects.
We used “meeting 3” to discuss these findings with the board members of the student
association.
In the second part of figure 5, the project performance during the last week (i.e. October 3rd
till October 11th) before the event is represented. We can conclude that the performance
during this period (see figure 5 (b)) was below the average performance during the entire
project (TPD > TED). The most considerable activities with delays are activity 13 (Confirm
the supplier of drinks), activity 14 (Send reminder to the speaker + Ask and check for their
PowerPoint presentation) and activity 19 (Prepare own introduction).
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association.
In the second part of figure 5, the project performance during the last week (i.e. October 3rd till
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We can conclude that DPI and SPI(t) are in general following the same trend. Nevertheless,
there are some differences that might indicate that the EDM project control technique is
more accurate than EVM/ES for the time dimension in this case study. At three particular
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We can conclude that DPI and SPI(t) are in general following the same trend. Nevertheless,
there are some differences that might indicate that the EDM project control technique is more
accurate than EVM/ES for the time dimension in this case study. At three particular moments
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Figure 8: performance indexes from October 3 until October 10
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As such, the contribution of activities 13 and 14 to the SPI(t) is relatively low compared to
the contribution of activity 11. Because activity 11 was completed on time, the SPI(t)-value
remained relatively high on October 5th despite the fact that there were two other activities
delayed that day.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this paper was not to investigate the advantages and disadvantages of
EVM/ES/EDM techniques, but rather to illustrate that young students at Ghent University
with a background in Operations Management and Project Management, but with little to
no real-life experience, are able to rely on well established as well as novel project control
methodologies to run their projects. It can be concluded that, during this specific case
study, DPI was experienced to be a better performance controller for the time dimension
than SPI(t). This is because EDM reacts more quickly than ES (at least, in this case study), so
the delays are observed more in advance and a corrective action can be taken sooner. For
projects where schedule performance is the main goal, we strongly recommend the use of
EDM project control techniques as a valuable alternative for the time control methodology
proposed by ES.
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